BATTLE READY
CLEAN VS. DIRTY SHOWDOWN
Activity Guide

Suggested activities for:
- Team building
- Photos and videos
- FUN!

Use your Battle Ready (silver vs. gold) pins to divide into teams to tackle bioburden!

**FLUSH OFF**
- Materials: Syringe and flushing pump, timer
- Rules: Two participants face off to see who can flush lumened instruments the fastest using syringes and flushing pumps.

**BIOBURDEN SCAVENGER HUNT**
- Materials: Inspection borescopes, magnifying task lights, timer
- Rules: Participants are timed to see who can find the most amount of bioburden on already pre-cleaned instruments.

**ULTIMATE STERILE WRAP**
- Materials: Sterile wrap
- Rules: Participants compete to see who has the best sterile wrap technique that meets standards and guidelines.

**CREATE MEMORIES**
- Utilize props (gloves, wrap tape, PPE) to create photos with this year’s Battle Ready theme
- Create a Sterile Processing Week memory board about why you love SPD
- Create a short article about Sterile Processing Week for your facility’s newsletter!

**TEAM: EDUCATION ALL-STARS**
- Materials: Pure Processing CE Programs
  Gather your department to show your dedication to education and training by having your entire team complete continuing education credits.
  Programs can be found at: pure-processing.com/education/ce/

Please share photos and videos of activities on social media using hashtags: #SPWeek2020 and #PBBattleReady for your chance at winning the "Victory Lap":
- recognition within your facility and department
- recognition at Pure Processing’s IAHCSMM 2021 “Battle Ready” stations
- featured on Pure Processing’s upcoming education platforms
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